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Welcome to this latest edition (November 2020) of the Silverstone Technology Cluster Newsletter, sent via
one of our key founding members, Silverstone Park.
In the face of the on-going COVID situation – and a second ‘lockdown’ period – the STC is as committed as ever in
encouraging its members to connect and keep going so as to come through these really challenging times as strong
as possible.
We are continuing to give members access to the very best guidance on not just managing the COVID situation but
also the government’s Trade Bill, plus Brexit and beyond with a stream of virtual events designed to encourage
collaboration and create potential new opportunities.
There have been plenty of them, too, as screengrab images in our newsletter demonstrate – a sign of the times at
present…
I genuinely believe these events provide the network with the very best insight, so please do join us for as many as
possible – starting this week with our showcase Annual Conference for which we have assembled an outstanding
line-up of speakers from industry, finance and government.
I am really proud of our new Gender Equality and Diversity Committee’s first event which was a real eye-opener for
those present. The STC will work with its members, and the committee, to help break down barriers and ensure our
workplaces are welcoming and inclusive places for all. This will enable our local businesses to attract and retain all
the best people.
As our newsletter went to press, the STC was also in the process of applying for funding from the Government’s
Kickstarter scheme, to enable a group of our advanced engineering businesses to take on and train up new young
people. Watch this space…
The STC is always open to suggestions from our network so, with the winter months approaching and a new year on
the horizon, please get in touch as we want to help in any way we can.
Pim van Baarsen
Chief Executive Officer
Silverstone Technology Cluster

PROFILE, GROWTH AGENDA, NETWORKING & THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Stellar speaker line-up for 2020 virtual Silverstone Technology Cluster Annual Conference
Ten senior figures in advanced engineering and manufacturing, commerce and finance, employee wellbeing, gender
equality and diversity, government policy, and business growth and strategy have been confirmed as speakers for
the STC's showcase event this Thursday, 26 November.
The move to a virtual format for 2020 will still allow the audience to 'speed network'. STC CEO Pim van Baarsen
said: "If there is one event that will help you lift your head above the parapet, survey your surroundings and move
your business to the next level, then this is it.” CLICK HERE to read more and to book a place in the audience...
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Roger Churchill replaces
Rob Lewis on STC Board
On his appointment, Roger, MD of adhesive expert
Lohmann Technologies, said: "The STC offers all
technology-based businesses, large and small, a
tremendous opportunity to easily collaborate in a way
that is now becoming ever more important..." Read
more...

STC Business Growth event reveals some painful
experiences for ultimately successful individuals
There were brutally honest accounts from Paul North
(Illuminis), Chris Kirby (Tomorrow's Journey), Kieron
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Design) on building a company. Read more...
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PROMOTION, MEMBERSHIP & SUCCESS

Charpak joins household names Unilever & Veolia in cutting edge recycling collaboration
STC member Charpak Ltd is part of a four-way business collaboration along with Unilever, HSSMI and Veolia that is
to create the first recycling facility of its kind in the UK.
The collaboration will develop the country’s first dual PET (polyethylene terephthalate) bottle and tray recycling
facility.
Read more...
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KW Special Projects confirms world
class Digital Manufacturing Centre

STC member Eatron® secures €1M+ investment
from German automotive supply chain giant
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